Infrastructure - Task #305
Etherpad documentation
2014-03-21 11:32 - Alexander Werner

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Guilhem Moulin
Category:
Target version: Quater
Tags: Documentation
URL:

Description
The current etherpad setup is fully undocumented

Related issues:
- Related to Infrastructure - Bug #119: Etherpad monitoring
  Rejected 2015-02-10 2015-02-10
- Related to Infrastructure - Feature #114: Etherpad startup script and monitoring
  Closed 2015-01-30
- Related to Infrastructure - Feature #113: configure logging for Etherpad
  Closed 2015-02-10 2015-02-10

History
#1 - 2014-03-21 11:34 - Alexander Werner
- Related to Bug #119: Etherpad monitoring added

#2 - 2014-03-21 11:34 - Alexander Werner
- Related to Feature #114: Etherpad startup script and monitoring added

#3 - 2014-03-21 11:35 - Alexander Werner
- Related to Feature #113: configure logging for Etherpad added

#4 - 2014-03-26 18:32 - Christian Lohmaier
it does autostart etherpad on reboot (via an @reboot cronjob) - but as bug #119 mentioned: it needs restarting after mysql restart.
Bitten by this today again. the persistent connection to mysql is gone and the result is non-working etherpad. went dead at around 12:00, reported 7 hours later...

But this persistent connection might be used for the monitoring. If there is no process for user "etherpad" in mysql's processlist, then etherpad is dead/needs to be restarted.

#5 - 2014-05-04 20:42 - Florian Effenberger
- Status changed from New to Closed
Etherpad documentation is in the main ODT I sent to Alex, so Alex can create an RST file out of it and put it into gitolite

Closing ticket

#6 - 2014-05-05 08:50 - Alexander Werner
- Status changed from Closed to In Progress
- Assignee changed from Florian Effenberger to Alexander Werner

Reopened, as this ticket is also valid for documentation that is not yet in the infra-doc repo.

#7 - 2015-01-13 15:28 - Florian Effenberger
- Tracker changed from Support to Task
- Priority changed from Normal to Low

#8 - 2015-01-13 15:51 - Alexander Werner
Etherpad is supervised by supervisord, this should be documented
#9 - 2015-06-02 15:31 - Florian Effenberger
- Status changed from In Progress to Feedback

Need feedback from Beluga about his recent changes

#10 - 2015-06-02 15:37 - Beluga Beluga
Florian Effenberger wrote:

Need feedback from Beluga about his recent changes

npm i ep_copy_paste_images
npm i ep_comments_page
npm i ep_tables2
npm i ep_foot_note

#11 - 2015-08-12 15:50 - Florian Effenberger
- Subject changed from Document etherpad to Etherpad documentation
- Description updated
- Status changed from Feedback to New
- Priority changed from Low to High
- Parent task deleted (#304)
- Tags Documentation, Salt added

#12 - 2015-08-24 09:42 - Florian Effenberger
- Target version set to Pool

#13 - 2015-09-21 13:41 - Florian Effenberger
- Target version changed from Pool to Q4/2015

#14 - 2015-09-21 14:12 - Florian Effenberger
- Priority changed from High to Normal

#15 - 2016-01-07 11:05 - Florian Effenberger
- Target version changed from Q4/2015 to Q1/2016

#16 - 2016-01-11 11:40 - Alexander Werner
- Follows Task #825: migration of bilbo to VM platform added

#17 - 2016-01-13 15:50 - Florian Effenberger
- Target version changed from Q1/2016 to Qlater

#18 - 2016-02-24 16:32 - Florian Effenberger
Where do we stand wrt. this?
All bits should be in place, we "just" need to get the documentation written
Maybe some volunteer can do that based on my ODT and Beluga's notes, and put things into RST format?

#19 - 2016-03-04 14:23 - Alexander Werner
- Follows deleted (Task #825: migration of bilbo to VM platform)

#20 - 2016-03-04 14:23 - Alexander Werner
- Blocked by Task #824: migration of kermit to VM platform added

#21 - 2016-03-04 14:25 - Alexander Werner
After some interdependencies occured on kermit we need to re-setup etherpad in a vm during the migration of kermit to VMs, and will document it during that process.

#22 - 2016-11-09 13:11 - Florian Effenberger
Assignee changed from Alexander Werner to Guilhem Moulin

re-assigning to Guilhem in order to clean up Redmine queues
nothing concrete to do at the moment

#23 - 2017-04-18 13:24 - Florian Effenberger
With the new Etherpad setup, do we now have proper documentation and can close this ticket?

#24 - 2017-05-10 15:47 - Florian Effenberger
Florian Effenberger wrote:

With the new Etherpad setup, do we now have proper documentation and can close this ticket?

Ping?

#25 - 2017-05-10 18:26 - Guilhem Moulin
I have Brett's notes in the list of things to cleanup, convert to RST and commit to infra-docs

#26 - 2017-05-30 15:20 - Florian Effenberger
- Blocked by deleted (Task #824: migration of kermit to VM platform)

#27 - 2017-07-18 11:32 - Florian Effenberger
Guilhem Moulin wrote:

I have Brett's notes in the list of things to cleanup, convert to RST and commit to infra-docs

Any updates on that?

#28 - 2017-08-29 03:06 - Guilhem Moulin
- Tags deleted (Salt)

Will get around to it this week.

#29 - 2017-09-04 16:03 - Guilhem Moulin
- Status changed from New to Closed